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Blurb: “Burying the Lead: the Power of May Day” In the northern hemisphere the first 
of May has long been considered a time of magic and a season for getting down to 
the work at hand. #Story 

INTRODUCTION 

Story is the monthly theme for May, and the beginning of May is a storied time. In the 
northern hemisphere, the beginning of May has traditionally been considered the 
beginning of the summer season. The anonymous medieval poem “Western Wind” 
summarizes something of the time of year:  

Westron wynde when wyll thow blow 
the smalle rayne downe can Rayne 
Cryst yf my love were in my Armys 
And I yn my bed Agayne. 

As Shakespeare put it,  

Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May, 
And summer!s lease hath all too short a date. 

So many stories. The ancient northern European celebration called Beltane occurs at 
the beginning of May. The Christian invaders attempted to suppress the holiday, and 
by the mid-twentieth century most practices had disappeared. In the late 20th centu-
ry, however, neopagans, Wiccans, and religious naturalists had revived the celebra-
tion of Beltane as a religious holiday. 

As they moved into northern Europe, Christians cut down sacred trees and burned 
maypoles, but maypoles never really went away in northern Europe, and many of you 
may remember the bob and weave school children were once required to learn in 
order to perform the maypole dance for parents.   
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May 1 is International Workers' Day, though Americans celebrate Labor Day in the au-
tumn. Various theories exist as to why this is the case, one being that government offi-
cials did not want American labor to develop a sense of solidarity with laborers in 
other parts of the world. 

An international group of workers called the Second International chose May 1 as In-
ternational Workers' Day in 1889 to commemorate the 1886 event usually called the 
Haymarket Affair or the Haymarket Riot in Chicago. On May 4, 1886, workers gath-
ered in Haymarket Square to advocate for an eight hour work day and were attacked 
by police after a bomb was thrown. No one knows who actually threw the bomb, but 
eight protestors were sentenced to death.  

Like many union advocates, I make a pilgrimage to Haymarket Square when I’m in 
Chicago on May first.  

Why did May 1 have such resonance with European workers? Because the first of May 
was the traditional time for peasant farmers to contract with landowners for the year, 
negotiating the terms for their labor. These were usually handshake deals. Poor farm-
ers negotiated for the best deal they could get and some years they had bargaining 
power.  

Also this time of year, many native groups moved from winter to summer lodgings.  

May 1 was also the traditional day to turn livestock out into summer pastures because 
the new babies had been born and the herd was ready for the easy living days of 
summer. A poem in Middle English sums it up: 

Sumer is icumen in 
Lhude sing cuccu 
Groweþ sed 
and bloweþ med 
and springþ þe wde nu 
Sing cuccu 

Awe bleteþ after lomb 
lhouþ after calue cu 
Bulluc sterteþ 
bucke uerteþ 
murie sing cuccu 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_International
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Workers%2527_Day
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Workers%2527_Day
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Cuccu cuccu 
Wel singes þu cuccu 
ne swik þu nauer nu 

Sing cuccu nu! Sing cuccu. 

As the writer of this tune well knew, there’s nothing quite like watching newborn 
calves cavorting in fresh grass. 

May is and has long been about release and freedom and hope.  

And for us, after many months of pandemic-inspired shutdown, now is a time of ex-
pectation. Will life get back to some sense of normalcy? When will life get back to 
some sense of normalcy?  

And the larger question: will there ever be a “normal” again, or can we achieve a “new 
normal”?  

Might a new “normal” afford all of our fellow citizens full citizenship at last? 

Early May is a storied time. But behind many of those stories is a message: The time is 
short: It’s time to get to work because: 

Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May, 
And summer!s lease hath all too short a date. 

ONE: Apocalypse Next 

As I reflected this past week about the work that needs to be done, I was reminded of 
the words of the Russian novelist and political activist #Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, who 
once said,  

Today!s world has reached a stage which, if it had been described to preceding 
centuries, would have called forth the cry: “This is the Apocalypse!” Yet we 
have grown used to this kind of world; we even feel at home in it.  

He’s right.  
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“Apocalypse” nowadays has all sorts of connotations, from biblical visions of the Four 
Horsemen of the Apocalypse to Hollywood-inspired visions of zombie invasions.  

In the original Greek, and the meaning in Christian scriptures, “apocalypse” means 
“uncovered.” Or “revealed.” “To lay bare.” And hasn’t the dirty laundry of American 
society recently been revealed? At least to the privileged among us . . .  

 “This is the Apocalypse!” Yet we have grown used to this kind of world; we 
even feel at home in it.  

Solzhenitsyn gets at that one-degree-at-a-time warming that eventually kills the frog 
in the pot of water. #Our lives are so short. We come into a particular sort of world; we 
learn to live in it as best we can; then we learn that there are other worlds and other 
people living very different lives under very different circumstances.  

Then #we learn that the way our own lives operate does damage to the lives of oth-
ers—people, animals, plants, the planet. Then we must decide what to do with that in-
formation. Do we resist the slow-rolling Apocalypse? 

Here in the US, we have some serious damage to look at. For Earth Day, our Climate 
Justice Team sponsored a watch party for a documentary called The Story of Plastic. 
Recently we are learning that we’ve been lied to concerning the recycling of plastic. 
The truth is that almost no plastic is recycled. It’s a lie perpetuated by the plastics in-
dustry, which is in fact the petroleum industry.  

During our online Assembly for Earth Day we heard from Dr. Sam Grant, of 
MN350.org about the apartheid of climate justice—oppressed people suffering the 
effects of everything from climate change to the effects of garbage incinerators.  

We learned from State Representative Frank Hornstein that lobbyists pushed through 
a bill declaring garbage incinerators a “green technology.” 

We look around us; we read the news about mass shootings and police violence.  

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn got at the truth of the matter:  

“This is the Apocalypse!” Yet we have grown used to this kind of world; we 
even feel at home in it. 

http://MN350.org
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TWO: “A Politics of the Fellow Creature” 

When I’m feeling particularly hopeless concerning the chances of achieving a more 
just and humane society—as has happened with some frequency since 2016—I have 
learned to turn to Cameroon philosopher Achille Mbembe—M-b-e-m-b-e, one of the 
essential philosophers in the de-colonial movement. I admire his thought because 
Mbembe writes realistically and trenchantly about what he calls ”the gulf separating 
European moral philosophy from its practical, political and symbolic outcomes."   

Because, gee, haven’t we recently seen quite a gulf between the facade of post-En-
lightenment liberal morality and its outcomes, be they symbolic, political, or practical?   

Achille Mbembe faces the facts concerning the post-colonial world, Africa in particu-
lar. Yet Mbembe insists that there is hope on the other side of the oppression, the vio-
lence, and the lies; he looks to what he terms “the possibility of a politics of the fel-
low-creature” and the possibility of what he phrases “rewalking the paths of humanity” 
so that we may at last go beyond the “violation” and “erasure” of our violent society 
toward a “self-rewriting.” 

Were we to rewalk those paths, might we now see the missed turns, the wrong paths 
taken? Might we find the justice promised by liberal government long ago? 

Rewalking the paths of humanity. Rewriting the self and your assumptons. Yes, there is 
much work yet to do. But Mbembe shows us the path forward, and that is “reworking 
the paths of humanity” and getting it right this time.  

Dr. Mbembe is able to have the hope he does because he has re-conceptualized 
time. I know that sounds abstract and philosophical. And in one way it is. But also it’s 
not. I would argue that Dr. Mbembe’s sense of time is the accurate one.  

I’ll try to explain by first asking, Why is it so many of us feel possibility in the “merry, 
merry month of May”? 

Because we have experienced May and its aftermath before. We know what is com-
ing.  

Nowadays, #Americans learn to experience time from “now” forward: What’s going to 
happen next? We plan for it. We have hope in it. But there’s a very simple problem 
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with imagining the future: the future never arrives . . .  .  There’s always a next and a 
next “now.” 

We’ve learned to believe in this future which doesn’t exist because of the promises 
that the capitalist conception of progress sell us: Things are going to be so much bet-
ter when . . . blank.  Progress. The future.  

We experience the horror of another black man killed by police . . . . Then the excuses 
come: “We’re making progress.” “Justice will be served.” “We will start an investiga-
tion.” Future. Future. Future.  

What about now? Well, yes, admittedly, now is bad but . . .  

No buts! Achille Mbembe says, “no buts. No excuses. This happened because that 
has happened. Look at it.” 

Dr. Mbembe has rearranged his concept of time because he is well versed in French 
philosophy. He knows the work of Henri Bergson and Gillis Deluze, two philosophers 
who said, sure, Einstein, time’s arrow goes only one way, and that is pointed toward 
the future. But that isn’t how we human beings actually experience time. We don’t 
know where we’re going; but we can look at how we got here.  

I hear the typical American objections: Oh, wait! You’re living in the past! Get over it! 
Progress! Progress!  

But think about it a moment: isn’t saying that—promising a particular future—a grand 
copout? A grand way of saying “I’m not responsible for this latest tragedy. Not my 
fault.” 

Achille Mbembe begs to differ. #To see the now clearly, let’s take a good long look at 
how we got here. Let’s re-walk those “paths of humanity” and see where we tripped. 
Where we turned the wrong direction. #Let’s see those mistakes; let’s take responsibil-
ity for those mistakes. And let’s start to change the outcome, right here and right now.  

Again, #in actual point of fact, we live only here, now, in this moment. The only power 
that we actually hold in our grasp is what we do next. 

No excuses. Do the right thing right now.  
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CONCLUSION: Looking at What You’re Looking At 
  

Where I come from, that’s called “Looking at what you’re looking at.” Growing up on 
the farm, I was expected to be a brilliant mechanic. I’ve never been a brilliant mechan-
ic. Inevitably, if I take apart a carburetor or a transmission or an engine, I’m going to 
have a couple of left-over pieces when I put it back together.  

And somebody was always there to say to me, “Why don’t you look at what you’re 
lookin’ at.”  

It’s about paying attention.  

One of my grandfathers could take one look at a sick animal and tell what was wrong 
with it. He’d ask me to diagnose. Generally, I was clueless. “Why doncha look at what 
you’re lookin’ at?” 

That’s what “apocalypse” is all about. Uncovering. Seeing at last. No abstractions. No 
distractions. No preconceptions or interpretations. Just look at what you’re lookin’ at.  

Then do something about it.  

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn got it right:  

Today!s world has reached a stage which, if it had been described to preceding 
centuries, would have called forth the cry: “This is the Apocalypse!” Yet we 
have grown used to this kind of world; we even feel at home in it.  

Achille Mbembe faces the facts concerning post-colonial Africa. Yet Mbembe insists 
that there is hope in “the possibility of a politics of the fellow-creature” and the possi-
bility of “rewalking the paths of humanity” so that we may at last go beyond the “viola-
tion” and “erasure” of our violent society toward a “self-rewriting.” 

#That’s the hope as the summer season begins. Looking at what we’re looking at. See-
ing what needs to be done. And getting down to the work.  

SOURCES 
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Our closing words are by Maya Angelou,  
from her poem "Continue”:  
   
——My wish for you  
Is that you continue;  
   
Continue  
   
To be who and how you are; 
  
To astonish a mean world  
With your acts of kindness;  
   
Continue  
   
To dare to love deeply  
And risk everything  
For the good thing;  
   
Continue  
   
To float  
Happily in the sea of infinite substance  
Which set aside riches for you  
Before you had a name  

continue 
  
(Source: Maya Angelou; from the poem "Continue”)  
   
https://english.duke.edu/news/poem-day-continue  
  
  

https://philebersole.wordpress.com/2016/03/13/continue-a-poem/?fbclid=IwAR1IU_aaQThPeqt_G-DqJKDgwiI5cARYWs-v5mhEV7LsCPMZAj82SH677aI
https://english.duke.edu/news/poem-day-continue

